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Vasavi College of Engineering
Department Of Computer Science And Engineering
A Report on ACES session on “Experiences at Microsoft Internship Program and
Deloitte Placement Experiences” conducted on on Aug 6th,2012.

(Conducted under ACES activities)
An ACES session on “Experiences
at Microsoft Internship program and
Deloitte placement’ were delivered by
Aparna Shankar student of 4/4 CSE A
,completed her internship program at
Microsoft, Hyderabad and Naman Gupta &
Ruchika Jetlani students of 4/4 CSE A & B
got placement at deloitte Pvt,Lmt
VCE for the students of 3/4 CSE on Aug
6th,2012.
The objectives of the session was
to convey strategies to be followed for
cracking the internship eligibility test for
Microsoft Pvt Lmt, to convey the
importance of learning the application of
the basic programming languages learnt
so far and strategies to be followed for
of effective placements preparation.
Aparna Shankar has introduced
herself and followed by her experiences
at internship program, what exactly she
has done during her internship program.

She has acknowledged that internship
program was an opportunity to test an
application software and identify errors
in an applications.
Aparna Shankar has expresses that
internship program was informative and
full of fun.Especially the Working culture
at Microsoft was very motivating and full
of learning. People at Microsoft are very
approachable for any queries one person
put before them, they extend help without
any conditioning.
She also shared that students
performance in internship program are
purely considered to be observed as the
employee of the Microsoft, India.
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handling the interview smartly by being
natural.

Naman Gupta and Ruchika Jetlani
took over the session by giving their
introductions and followed by the
experiences right from pre placements
training to final HR interview.
They have expressed that the
placement training undergone by them
during the summer vacation of 3/4 IISem has really proven to be an added
advantage.

The speaker has given special
emphasis on the importance of basics of
programming languages like C,C++,data
structures, java etc…and advised the
students of 3/4 what are book suppose to
be referred to crack the written test. They
advised them to be good at algorithms for
solving any simple problem.
They concluded the session by conveying
them to code every single day as every
day would prove to be day to learn new
things in life.

.

The pre placement training
program has helped them in many ways
like effective and viable resume
preparation, quick problem solving
approaches, preparation tactics for
solving quantitative, analytical questions,

